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Summary

Periodical state-flipping phenomena analogous to those occuring at electro
magnetic excitations have been found in the case of neutron-proton scat
tering* The periodical charge-state flipping manifests itself as an oscil
lation in the energy dependence of both the total cross-section and the 
differential cross-section at forward proton-angles. The flipping frequency 
measured is in good agreement with that estimated theoretically making use 
of a simple model for charge-exchange processes.

Revised version of the original paper "Charge-State Elipping Phenomena in 
Neutron-Proton Scattering", preprint, KFKI 19/1968





1«§. Introduction

The periodical state-flipping is a well-known phenomenon occuring 
in the case of electromagnetic excitations tl3 if certain conditions are 
fulfilled. Consider e.g. an atomic or molecular beam in which the particles 
have a well defined velocity and suppose that they are in one of their in
ternal states of long enough mean-life. Arsume that the transition to be 
investigated takes place between this state | ß> and a next one |ß\> 
which is also a long-lived state and that no other state is available either 
from iß> or from |ßf> with the same transition frequency “gg' . If the 
beam is shot through a cavity containing electromagnetic field with a 
frequency suitable to perform the transition |ß>;i I ß'> the internal state 
of the particles can be changed by choosing a proper flight-time in the 
cavity. More precisely, the probability to find the particles emerging 
from the cavity in either of the two internal states involved turns out 
to be a periodical function of the flight-time t i.e. of the duration of 
interaction, and the frequency of this state flipping is lHgg'l/f“ where 
Hgg, is the matrix-element for the transition under cavity conditions. 
/For example, Hgg'=^0 Dgg' for electric-dipole transitions in the 
strong electric field t Q of the cavity and Dgg' is the dipole matrix- 
element for the states in question./

Similar phenomena can be expected to occur if the cavity contains 
but few photons /and also the atoms or molecules investigated in rare-gase 
form/.

The whole process can be seen, however, from a different point of 
view as well. The radiation field /and gas particles/ confined to the cavity 
can be considered as a "scatterer" which acts so as to change the initial 
state of the projectiles. The cross-section agg.' of this "reaction" 
is energy-dependent ̂ in the sense that it is a periodical function of the 
flight-time t ^ E ^where E is the kinetic energy of the projectiles.

Let*s reconsider now the phenomenon as a potential possibility for 
nuclear processes such as neutron-proton scattering or scattering of fast 
nucleons on more complex nuclei. First of all, the proton and the neutron 
are known as different charge-states of the same entity called as nucleon.
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The transition between these states which is analogous to that in 
the electromagnetic case would involve the emission of a charged pion.
Since both the pions and the photons are Bose-particles the structure of the 
interaction Hamiltonians should be very similar. The emission of a pion by 
a free neutron cannot be realized because of the slight difference between 
the neutron and proton rest-masses, there is, however, a possibility for an 
exchange of charge-states between a proton and neutron if they approach each 
other for a distance less than the pion Compton wave-length.It is tempting 
to interpret this as an analogy to the case of a cavity having perfectly 
reflecting walls and containing one particle and one photon in a dinamical 
state /to be specified later/. The photon is unable to leave the cavity but 
it can change the internal state of a projectile that happened to cross 
this interaction region. The idea can be generalized for the case of nucleon 
scattering on more complex nuclei simply to the analogy of a cavity contain
ing more than one gas-particle in dinamical equilibrium with the radiation 
field in it.

In what follows the idea will be developed in some more quantitative 
terms. The estimation of the charge state flipping frequencies for n-p and 
n-d scattering will be followed by a survey and analysis of experimental 
data to unfold the phenomenon, if exists. In order to support the existence 
of a periodically fluctuating cross-section contribution actually found in 
the energy-dependence of the total cross-section of n-p scattering above 
2 MeV, more direct experiments have been performed with encouraging results. 
This will be described in the last but one §. of this paper. The charge- 
-state flipping phenomena found in the case of more complex target nuclei 
will be described in an other article.

2 §. Calculation of the state-flipping frequencies

In the first part of this paragraph the method of the calculations 
will be developed. This will be followed by applications to some problems 
of interest as outlined in the Introduction.

2.1. Let’s consider a cavity with walls perfectly reflecting the radian 
tion closed in but transparent for the projectile that crossed it from 
outside. Both the projectile and the "gas-particles" in the cavity are 
identical so that all particles under consideration have the same set of 
internal states l[3> . The stationary states of the unified though not
interacting system of particles and radiation field closed by the cavity
can be specified by a state-vector [ n ^ . . ,п±..., |2>o0 . ./3___> where
^  stands for the number of quanta of energy htô  and ß . is
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the quantum number characterizing the internal state the j-th particle 
happens to be in. Since only quantum-exchange interaction will be con
sidered between the particles /via radiation field/ the state-vector 
I.. . .......ß . . . .  > is factorizable. The state of the unified and
interacting: system is now given by the time-dependent superposition

* ' k  k " ' k
which is due to satisfy the time-dependent Schrődinger-equation

(e + e )tft ' r q'

/ 1 /

(HE + H„ + Hint )* - ift Эф
at 121

where the Hamiltonians н and н are those of the particle system andP Rthe radiation field, respectively, as

V r , в ... = E lßoßr >

n 1 n 2 < I n ̂ Er lnin2. . n . > - I Ьш± fn± + J ) 1 3 /

Hint is the interaction Hamiltonian to be specified later. It is assum
ed that the interaction is switched on only if the projectile is within 
the cavity walls. Substituting Eq /1/ into Eq /2/ and taking into ac
count Eqs/З/ one gets a coupled system of differential equations in
the usual way for the amplitudes c „ n ( t )  а з

nln2 - ' 7 l  " A

n i n 2 * 'ßo ßl

where

= ih _1 I I
“ i n2

4. e
ш  ,

r r

w , = ( E E ,rr'  ̂ r r '

m , = ( E E ,qq I q q

• I I •*,< nln2" " • ' 1'a ’ o r  z О 1ßo ßi lHintlnín2 - - - ' W - > -

/4/

/5а/

/5Ь/

The initial conditions to Eqs/4/ can be given by specifying the 
amplitudes сП1п2»-*гЗ (3 . ..(^up ’ ̂  the moment when the interaction is 
switched on i.e. for té О »by assumption. As for the projectile,
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its initial state can be specified unambigously while no definite values 
can be given to the remaining quantum numbers. The only statement one 
can give is that

2
‘ . H  £ - * ' " ^ Cn n  о о (t <0)1 = 1nl n2 ßl ß2 П1П2 * ,Blß2*‘'

The amplitudes cn1n2 . ß1^2 .. . ( ь  ̂are those of the "target system" in
dynamical state i.e. composed at an arbitrary time t < О .

Instead of performing the usual perturbation approximation Eqs/4/ 
will be applied directly to our less general case. The reason of this 
step lies in the fact that the perturbation approximation converges 
only for small enough times t of interaction, namely, for 
t<h/maxlHqjq »| , denoting by Hq|q ' the matrix elements appearing in 
Eqs/4/. In the case of simple enough problems Eqs/4/ can be solved 
without making use of iteration and it turns out by comparison that the 
iteration may converge but poorly if the aoove condition does not hold. 
It seems therefore that when using the perturbation approximation up to 
limited order one can be informed only about the early embryonic stages 
of the excitation process.

Another advantage of the procedure to be described is that for the 
simplified system of differential equations the initial conditions can 
be specified easily and in a quite natural way. /See 2. 4/.

The matrix elements in Eqs/4/ differ from zero only if for one par4 
ticular frequency^ , n^=nk± 1 while n^ =■ /i^k/ for the rest.

Using the notation

n kSq|q' <nlh2- * 'nk* ‘ • ,ßoßl ‘ ’ * /Hint/nln2 ’ * -nk+ 1 ‘ ‘ ‘ ,ßoßi • ‘ ,:> / 6 /

Eqs/4/ become

= [ . 1
nln2*’-'6o ßl--* к q

. i ( ш ,+Ы, 1 t
B+ e  ̂ ^  k 'n* qiq

+ « В . , e
i (usV q q ' к )

qiq

c 1 / +n^n2... n^-1...,q

n -ĵn 2 • . . n^+1 • • * , q

/7/

where, as above,
0q

q. is a symbol for a specific set of quantum numbers 
and I  is equivalent to £ I  •



Let’s assume that the transition frequencies between the various 
internal states I p> > differ from each other considerably and that the 
radiation field consists of quanta with frequencies close to the tran
sition frequencies. Then in Eqs/7/ terms can be found the exponential 
factor of which varies quite slowly with time. This occurs for those 
sets q'(+k) and q'(-k) at which

u) , , нл = P+. << (о. and m / = fi , <<tu ,qq'(+k) к qk к qq (-«) k qk к

respectively. There can be more than one set equivalent to e.g.q(+k ) 
in this sense and they can be formed by arbitrary changes of incides 
of the primed ß’s in Eq/5b/. Also the matrix elements /6/ are the 
same for all equivalent sets since only quantum-exchange interaction 
is allowed. Therefore

nln2 ’ к (nkBql q(+k^
ifi

+ n, Bq| q(-k)

+ t
qk

q + k ) nln2 '

IP- t qk У C
q V k )  nln2‘

• v 1'

•V1-

• ,q'(+k) +

•»q'(-k)[ +

/ 8 /

+ terms of higher frequency

can be written, the summations being performed for all equivalent sets 
q'(+k) and q' (-k) , respectively.

Assuming now that the duration t 0f the interaction cannot be 
defined quite sharply, the finer details on the time-dependence of the 
amplitudes cn n are expected to be averaged out so that only
components of \owest frequencies are retained. From now on the time 
t is chosen so as to agree with the average flight-time of the pro
jectiles.

Another point to be stressed is that the functions 
cn1n2...,q as mathematically correct solutions of the problems
drawn up originally in Eqs/l/-/3/ may have discontinuities. In such 
cases Eq/7/ cannot be solved. To overcome this difficulty one may 
introduce new functions in place of c(t ) ' s defined by

t

nln2* >4
(t) = nln2... (tO at' /9/

о
They are free from discontinuities even if the c(t) >3 have and 

can be introduced by integrating Eqs/8/. This is especially simple for 
or close to resonance and the resulting system of equations in this 
case, by dropping the high-frequency terms, is
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2.2. In the most simple case the radiation field consists of n quanta
of frequency w «й w, , м being the transition frequency betweenlo loe.g. the first internal excited state / ß = 1 / and the ground state 
/ß = о / of the particle. Apart from the projectile no other particle 
is present in the cavity.

An initial condition can be that the particle is in its excited
state before entering the cavity, l.e. c . ,lo1 = 6 <5 . Eqs/10/n'ß' nn' lß'applied to this problem are

Un+l,o n+lBoll un,l U , = B.I U ., +1n,l n H o  n+l,o / 10a/

and Un'ß' = о for all other pairs of n',ß' 
The solutions for the amplitudes с ,(t ) are as followsП [d

C ,, it) E ű = H+ tl sinft tn+1 ,0 ' ' П+1гО \ П ' П +l oll n

С n (t) E u , = cosn t n , 1 4 ' n,1 n

and сп ' з ' ( ^ ” 0 , for all other pairs of n',ß'

/12/

^  у  у»

nln2‘ ‘ ' к nk q |c3t+k) q'(+k) Un!n2’••nk-1•••'4f(+k  ̂ +

■ 1
+ nkBqlq(-k) g^ _ k) Un1n2. . .n2 + l. . . , q'(-k) + ( 0 ̂  /10/

The amplitude to the superposition /1/ as determined by the set of 
equations /10/ and Eq/9/ are complete in the sense that

I I ••• l  l ••• |c ß ß (t)|2 = 1 /11/
n ] n2 ßo ß2 nln2•••'popi •••

at any time t  if the initial amplitude^ cn n, . . . ß g (0 ) are 
chosen accordingly. /It is worth while to mention thatHhis method, 
when allowing off-resonance frequencies too, can be applied success
fully to the treatment of attenuation and broadening of absorption 
lines./
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ín fíq/12/

í í
nHßlß' ='iRn Bß|ß' = |H±nt| n+l,ß' >

and
2 2 

Un nBll о ■ n+lBoll ~~ lnHllcJ ^
is the square of the state-flipping frequency.

/ 13/

/14/

The probability of finding the projectile in its ground state and 
excited state, respectively, after the cavity has been left is

Cn+l,o^ 1̂  = sin^ Л  t 1 n lcn,l(t) I2 = co s ^ u t /15/

as a function of the flight-time t

In order to calculate the matrix-element /13/ appearing in the 
expression /14/ of the state-flipping frequency the interaction 
Hamiltonian should be written in explicit form. This is

"int- - I Ú ,  A:v dV - - I I 
3 Is

( 8TTh\
VVw /

1/2 ikC’
dV'+a* -ikr’ e dV'

V V
for a linearly polarized radiation field in the cavity of volume 7. e
is the polarization vector and к = e w / 2 ^ c  is the wave-vector. The 
operators a and a' are defined by the relations

aln> = Vnln-1> ; a*!n> = Vn+ll n+l>

If the particle is of simple enough internal structure the current 
operator j j  can be written as j..=-ih(e/M )%j-r')^rj where
the operator Vr_. acts on the wave-function of the state | ßj > 
only. e/M is the charge-to-mass ratio of the electron if the par
ticle in question is a hydrogen atom. Then the matrix-element /13/ can 
be written as

nHß| ß'
ieh
M

8 ttIí (n+l)
Vw J

vz

<ß I e Vr coskr I ß' > « /17/

W -i 8ттйы (n+l) 
V

1/2
Jßß' /18/

/16/



в

the latter expression concerning dipole-approximation, with the dipole 
matrix-element Ppp,=e

The final expression for the state-flipping frequency, making use 
of Eq/18/, is as follows

an
1
П

8t!ihi (n+l) 
V

/19/

The solutions /12/ satisfy Eqs/8/iDO good approximation except 
regioni around

tv = vn/fin l ^ - o , 1,2,.../ /20/

but which are narrow enough under certain physical conditions. The 
proof goes as follows.

/
Introducing by integration the functions un  ̂ defined by Eq/9/ 

into Eqs/8/ but keeping now the terms of higher frequency, one can 
find an upper limit for the contributions of the h.f. terms since for 
any pair of n,(j', |c_, , (t)|s5 1 should be. Assuming the amplitudes 
/12/ as approximately good solutions, the contributions due to the 
h.f. terms may upset the equality at the zeros of Un+1 Q ( t ) and 
Un  ̂(t) , respectively, i.e. at times given by /20/.

Also the regions around , where the approximation may break 
down can be estimated in the same way with the following result

around t _ 

around t =

(2v+l)TT/fin , At$ 4ш-1 I |Dg0 l/|Dl0l 

2v7T/«„ ' fit $ [(8/Пп ^  ßlDßll / 1°1о|] 1/2
/ 21 /

If there are no exceedingly high probabilities for cross - over transi
tions from highly excited states the sura of the relative matrix-elements 
can be estimated as being in the order of unity. In this case the reL- 
ative extensions of the regions where the approximation fails to work 
is in the order of

V “ for t = (2v+l) TT/S2n

1/2 t = 2 vtt / ÍÍ ' n
At/T

( V й ) for
/ 22/



where т= 2 v / U n « In general* the flipping frequency n is much
less than the transition frequency <>> since from /19/

_ I D lol 8т|Ьш(п+1) j /23/
ói hw - V

follows. If n »  1 then the square-root is equivalent to the classical
field-strength in the cavity.

The structure of Eqs/8/ and also the above estimations suggest that 
the true solutions differ from those given by Eqs/10a/ in quickly 
oscillating terms of moderate amplitude. One can expect therefore that 
an uncertainty in t would smooth the rapid oscillations so that under 
realistic physical conditions the approximation may be perhaps even 
better.
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2.J. The model proposed for the estimation of the charge-state flipping 
frequency in neutron-proton scattering was that the cavity contains 
one particle in ground state and no quanta while the projectilé enters 
the cavity in its excited state at t '  ~ О . The amplitudes to be 
considered are as follows

c , s no quanta in the cavity, the projectile is in excited state,
°' 0 the other particle in ground state.

c , : no quanta in the cavity, the states of the particles are
0,0 changed respect to the previous case.

c. : the cavity contains one quantum and both particles are in
,0° ground state.

Applying the approximation outlined in 2.1. one gets for resonance 

Uo,lo ~ oBllo Ul,oo 4 co,lo /ЮЬ/

Bo,ol oBllo Bl,oo + co,ol

Ű. ‘ = ,B+ h  f u  . + и .) + c. (o')l,oo 1 oil \ 0Д 0 o,ol/.. l,oo ' ‘

This set of equations can be solved readily and the amplitudes in this 
approximation are
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co,l° (t> ' "o,lo " 7 0  + coenlt ) I 2 Í '

°0,0l ‘ "col ■ - H 1 - “ =V  )

»1,00 ■ -1 (lo«:,ol'^oHio)

in the case of the initial conditions given above. The state flipping 
frequency is now

al ■ h  lo"llol/h /25/

The probability that the projectile leaves the cavity in ground 
state is

w (fc) = lco,ol (t)|2 + I cl,oo (t)|2 =' 1 - cos4 ТГ b /26/

Let’s suppose that the projectile crosses the cavity /at rest/ 
with a relative kinetic energy E , where its path-length is d .

Then

fit = ч « Í2 /me' -1 /27/

tt a 
2

if g = v/c << 1 /28/

where

and

8(

a = fid 2 / i t

(e ') = 1 - ( 1 + E'/mc2) 2 ) 1 / 2

/29/

/30/

m is thq rest-mass of the particles for which m >> П ш / с 2 

is assumed.

For non-relativistic velocities the charge-state flipping contribu
tion to the cross-section will be taken as
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Of{(E) / , 4 71 a \ [  \(! - cos 2
f E + z ) 0  «  ч /31/

^ 2K .2 ^  —  sinTT 7T
2 —7 Г — const /32/

when simulating the finite energy resolution of a measurement by an 
averaging over intervals of a quarter of a full periode.

The matrix-element appearing in Eq/25/ is given by Eq/18/ for 
electric dipole transitions. It is reasonable to assume for an estima
tion that in the case to be investigated = m^c2 where
mir is the mass of charged pions and that the interaction volume V 

is defined by the pion Compton wavelength i.e. by a sphere of radius 
A = ü /iuttc . Further, we shall assume, that in place of the dipole- 
-matrix-element |d 1o| ? j Dlo|=f.d can be written where d=2A^ and 
f is the pion-nucleon coupling constant. By these assumptions one 

gets for the parameter «

96np me (f2/ftc)
1/2

28*0 MeV1/2 /33/

2where m is the mean nucleon mass and f /he = 0*085 was substitut
ed for the dimensionless coupling-constant of the pion-nucleon interac
tion. The upper limit К of the charge-state flipping contribution to 
the cross section can be estimated as

к
tic

it » 60 mb /34/

2.4. The estimation of the charge-state flipping frequency for neutron
scattering on deuteron can follow the same line as in the case of n-p
scattering. The amplitudes are now c Q „ (t) referring to the^ I pq pj[P2charge-state of the particles by the quantum numbers 8̂  and to 
the number of quanta present in the cavity by n , respectively. Again, 
it will be assumed that in the initial state /at t' = О / the projectile 
is in excited state /BQ = 1  / while as for the particles in the cavity 

B^=B2=0' n=1 or> if n=o, 8-̂ = 1, $2 ~ 0 » or vice versa.

The probability that the projectile leaves the cavity in ground 
state can be written as
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wit") = lc~ lt)|2 + lc, C t )I 2o,oll ' ” '1 1 I H, ool

The system of equation to be solved is

+ ci (t) + |C~I 1, olo 1 I 2,ooo

Uо , lol — -)h [Un , + U, , + U, , ) + C -,-fó)о 211 \ l,ool l,olo 1,loo' о ,lol v

и ,, = во, Н о  о 2!1 (Ul,ool + Ul,olo + и1,1оо) + со,11о

ио, oll

и1, ool

и1,о1о

oB2! 1 ( U-, , + u, ,V l,ool l,olo + ul,loJ

lBl|o U~ + -1 ßt , _ 1 2,ooo 1 1(2'!»o.lol + и ,, + и ,, / о, oil о, Н о  '

lBl!o U„ + ,Bt|_ 2,ooo 1 112 (и . . + и , . + и , , ) о,о11 о,11о /

lBl[o 2,ooo 1 1|2 (и , , + V о,lol и ,, + и ,,  ̂+о,oll о,11о/

2B5  1 (U. , + U, .V 1,001 l,olo + U. ,  ̂1,loo j1

loo

and the solutions which come into the expression /35/ of the transition 
probability are as follows.

co,oll = 3M p- sini^ t - M* c q (l-cosi^t )

cl,ool ( I j vl-cosfl0t) + M c sin0ot 3 4 2 7 о 2

H,olo

Co2 ,ooo 
where

(t  ̂s cl,ool U )

/ j_ \ 2Во 11(t) = — -—  C
oB211

o, oil (t)

M “ oB2ll'B2 M

C1 cl,loo (o ) c = c , , о о,lol

1B11 2 l a 2

( o) + co, llo ( О )

and the state flipping frequency fi2 is

31 A | J 2 * Э 'оН2/ 1 I ' ]  1/2«2 -

( t ) \ 2  /35/

/Юс/

(о )

/36/

/37/



Substituting the amplitudes /36/ into the expression /33/ or w (t) 
it takes the simple form

'(t) = 2|c, , (о) 12 + | c  . ,(o) + c ,-.(0)1 1 rloo ' '• ' O tlol' ' о ,llo'
.2 ”2sxn -- t /38/

if

! II, , I 2 = 3 I U_ , , I2 l l o '  1 о 2 / 1 1 /39/

is assumed.

Since the initial amplitude values appearing in Eq/38/ are those 
of two particles and maximum one quantum in the cavity and one particle 
being out of it they should be identical with the amplitudes /2d/ taken 
at any arbitrary time after that target-system was formed. Substituting 
the latter amplitudes'one finds that w(t) is in fact independent of 
when and how the target-system was formed, for the expression appearing 
in the bracket of Eq /38/ identically equals to unity.

The charge-state flipping contribution to the n-d cross-3ection 
can be written therefore as

t r, \ 4 ,,, . 2  itOf 1 ( E ) = -g K' Sin 2 nd
УЁГ /40/

for non-relativistic velocities of the projectile.

Making use of Eq /39/ the flipping frequency ^  can Ъе expressed 
as

П2 = Í 6 IjHjjJ  h 1 «  (|б j ~  П /41/
' nd / np

if Eq /18/ is assumed. Since a — - M  ,the parameter ctncj can 
be given in terms of ctnp as

-

For a rough estimation r J r  Á l . 5 1 ^ 3 v/ill be assumed and one findsПО Пр 1/9a lower limit for afid as «nd £ 2.6a =73 MeV ' when making
use of the párameter value a = 2 8  M e V ^ 2 as found above.



A relatively large number of experimental data on the total cross- 
section of neutron-proton scattering is available from the literature 
[ 4 - 28] , for neutron energies ranging up from about 1 MeV. Usually, 
they were measured with a considerable accuracy as several percent or, 
at few isolated energies, even below one percent. Unfortunately, however, 
in many cases no error was given, especially for data below 14 MeV which 
though were rather important from our point of view. Since the number 
of these low-energy data still reaches as much as 100 that drawback can 
be compensated in a considerable extent by applying a simple statistical 
treatment.

For neutron energies where s-wave scattering is expected to pre
dominate the energy-dependence of the total cross-section of n-p scat
tering о ( E ) is given by the shape-independent effective range 
theory. This leads to the following well known expression [2].
- =  1 , 2 )  3 4TT X 4 itnp = 1 ' "2 f 1 1 7 2 — r r r * + — r  ; ~ , — i t t  i^ ik2 +|_R X- j rt(k2+R 2)J к2 + (a"1- ^ rs k2)
which is a smooth function of the neutron kinetic-energy, к being 
the wave-number of the relative motion. The parameters appearing in 
Eq/43/ are the deuteron radius r , the singlet scattering length 
ag , the singlet and triplet effective ranges r and r , respect- 
ively. It is generally assumed that Eq/43/ is the right expression for 
the lowr-energy/ E <£ 8 MeV/ n-p scattering when using the parameter
values

R = 4.316 + 0.002 fm , ag = -23.678 + 0.028 fm ,

rg = 2.51 + 0.11 fm and>rfc * 1.726 + 0.014 fm,

as deduced from a recent comparison [3J with experiments, including 
8 selected data on below 5 MeV.

It is also agreed that the angular distribution of n-p scattering 
is isotropic in center-of-mass system, below 8 M®V /all our energy data 
referring to laboratory energies/, i.e. the effect of higher partial 
waves is negligible [3] in this energy-region.

Provided the charge-state flipping phenomenon exists in this case 
too, it should modulate the energy-dependence of the total cross-section

5 §. Analysis of the experimental data
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о ̂  (е ) respect bo the .smooth function given by Eq/43/. Its maximum
contribution к was estimated as being about 60 mb while the sequence
of the maxima and minima should follow the rules Emax = [a /(2vr1
and F<̂ lin = ( a / 2v )2 , (v =o, 1,2 ...), respectively, for non-relativisbic
neutron velocities, as following from Eqs/31/ or /32/. The parameter1 /?
n was estimated to be about 28 MeV '

As regards the higher energies, Eq/43/ can be considered only as 
some smooth background-function and wi.il be used in this sense.

From the cross-section data the corresponding calculated values
(e ) given by Eq/43/ were subtracted. For neutron energies below 

120 MeV these reduced cross-section data were grouped into reasonably 
small energy intervals so that in the mean six data contributed to each 
point. As erro:r the standard deviation was assumed for each group. In 
Table 1. the data so calculated are given. In the first column the 
average energy of the groups, in the second and third the average reduc
ed cross-ooction is presented together with the error assumed. The 
fourth column presents the corresponding references. The second part of 
Table 1. is constructed in a similar way hut with data regrouped.

In Fig. 1 the results are seen, with full and open circles, res
pectively, for the average values given in the two partsof Table 1.
The reduced data for ne\itron energies above 120 MeV are plotted directly 
and the errors 3hown are those given by the authors.

The data so presented seem to show fluctuations of some regular 
sequence and of amplitudes in the order of magnitude as expected.
Below 2 MeV, however, the number of data is too low to show any par
ticular structure.
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Table 1.

Mean deviations from Eq/43/ of total cross-section data groups for 
neutron-proton scattering. The data were taken from references as 
indicated. In the first two part of the Tahié E is the average . 
neutron energy for a group and the errors are standard-deviations. 
The second part is compiled using the same but regrouped data of the 
first part. The third part consists of single measured data with 
enei’gies and cross-section errors as given by the authors.

I. II.

L. <ei,P'<0
/mb/ References -

M o /
References/ГеУ/ /mb/ / I I  eV/ M o /

1.10 20.8 46.5 4., 5 • j 7 • 1 . ' 22 13.6 2o • 0 4 • , 1 •, S • , .
I.50 -1З.5 22.8 * j О • , ( • 2.20 -18.0 24.2 4.I.43 12.0 11.0 4.,5« »8.,9* 2.57 I6.7 23.О 4. ,. , 8. ,'].2 #68 13.О 29.6 4.,9. 2.85 - 5.0 23.3 4. ,9.,lo.
> • O'o - 5.0 16.8 4.,lo.,11. 3.27 0.3 8.9 lo•111•
3.82 -55.5 22.7 4.,9. ,lo.,12. 3.60 f- 9.0 19.5 4. ,9*•lo.
4.57 -22.5 23.2 4.,lo.,15. 4.12 -95.1 24.0 4.,9.,lo.,12.
4.97 - 7.0 12.3 4. ,9-jlo. 4.76 h 5.0 13.8 4. ,9*,lo.,15.8.42 -22.5 22.1 9.,lo. 5.21 -26.2 23.8 4.,lo.
P> • OO -55.5 31.2 4. ,9«,lo. 5*66 -14.0 10.2 9.,lo.
1.37 2.5 I5.I 9.,lo. 6.15 -32.6 28.0 4.,9.,lo.7.12 10.0 13.2 lo. 6.70 -21.7 6.0 lo.
7.87 2.8 15.4 9.,lo. 7.28 23.З 9.З lo.
9.27 -21.2 20.0 9.,lo. 7.77 I7.5 7.5 lo.10.80 -14.2 21.2 4.,9.,lo. 8.38 -1З.7 21.1 9.,lo.12.54 8.8 26.0 9. Д о . , 12. 9.43 -31.7 24.1 9.,lo.
13.37 24.1 3.7 12. ,14.-20. IO.52 -57.5 24.0 4.,9.,lo.14.90 7.0 10;7 9,14,16,18,21 . 12.05 8; 2 21.2 9.,10.,12.
13.53 12.5 12.4 9. ,18.,21. 14i 00 12.0 8.3 9,12,14-2o.
18.69 12.3 4.0 9,18,21-23. 15.55 - 7.5 16.0 9. ,16,18,21.21.32 1.2 6.3 9.,21. 17.12 22.2 6.8 9.,16.,21.
24.89 5.5 3.8 9.,21.,24. 19 .5З 12.4 3.9 9. ,2 1 . -2 3 .
29 .22 - 2.4 2.7 21. 22.81 r  0 .1 6.0 9-,21.
34.09 - 0.1 5.3 21. 26.71 2.0 3.7 21.,24.
39.89 2 .0 5.2 14.,21.,25. 31.28 2 .2 4.5 21.
4 5 .6 10.7 4.8 14.,21. 36.98 4 1 .9 3.2 21.,25.53 • 6 4 .3 2 2.4 21. 43.О h- 0.80 6 .5 14.,21.61.6 7.47 2.0 21.,25. 4 9 .З 8.02 5.4 14.,21.69.0 8.20 1 .1 21. 57.7 7.10 1.5 21.81.8 10.78 0.75 14.,21. 65.4 8.57 1.7 Ol OCT.Í---L • a 42 5 *
93.2 12.9З О.72 14,21,25,27. 75.4 10.36 2.1 21.

IO7.2 17.03 2.4 21.,27.,23. 9 0 .0 11.87 0.77 14.,21.;-5,27
100.7 15.07 2 .0 p i o n  o<,C-L • у j * 9 C-'-J •

E
A W

îr»p " £np)
mb

A(<W8;y )
mb Reference E

A'eV/
f®np' Snp )
mb

A(6np-M
mb Reference

126 16.9 1.8 25. 410 28.6 1.3 3
140 15.О 5.6 28. 5OO З1.5 2.0
153 17.4 1.2 25. 590 33.4 2.0
156 22.5 3.3 28. 63О З4.7 4.0
150 24.2 2.6 14. 805 27.I
169 24.2 1.6 14. 1060 25.9 >14.loG 21.5 12.0 23. 1260 32.4
220 25.О 1.5 28. 1400 42.4 1.8con 
— 1 '*■' 27.0 1.5 14. 1450 52.5280 23.О 3.0 14. 2020 35.2
Уд 0 34.О 4.0 14. 2600 32.4
330 28.0 2.0 14.



Fig.l.
Mean deviations from a smooth function of neutron energy of total cross-section data_groups^ for 
neutron-proton scattering. The data groups are those given in Table.1. and the function is Eq/43/
corrected with 6’( E > ( 3 E ^  + barns, to rise the deviations possibly to the positive region.

The two sets of data groups corresponding to the parts I. and II. Of Table 1. are indicated with 
open and full circles, respectively. The arrows show the expected positions, of maxima and minima

for st = 24.6 МеТУг and £ = °
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The sequence of the observed maxima corresponds well to a values 
which are close to that estimated in § 2. This is shown in Fig.2. On 
the energy axis the estimated positions of the fluctuation maxima 
are given. The intersections of the functions Ej = constant and 
a=(2v+ l) /e~ / v= 0 ,1*2,.../, respectively are denoted by full circles.
The shortest straight lines connecting these points correspond to the 
closest sequence of the maxima observed. It can be seen that around the 
theoretically estimated value a •= 28 MeV ' the set of maxima cor
responds to nearly constant a values. The sequence of maxima and minima 
can be best described by Eq./32/ using a = 24.6 MeT*'̂2 or 
« = 28.7 MeV^ 2 /see the oscillating function in Fig. 1 and also Fig.2./.

As compared with the number of data on anp f the experimental 
information on the total cross-section of neutron-deuteron scattering 
is rather scarce.

Investigating the more recent results on n-d total cross-section 
[29J in a similar way, average cross-sections approximated by

ü , (e ) = 11.86 - 0.10 barns /45/nd ' MeV

have been subtracted from the experimental points /see Fig 3./

The fluctuations, though more damped with respect to those in n-p 
scattering, can be fitted using a nd- 95 MeV1/2 . The positions of 
the calculated maxima are shown by arrows in Fig.3. Unfcrtunately, the 
amplitudes of the fluctuations are quite comparable with the experimental 
errors which casts some doubt as to the reliability of the fit.
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E

Diagram showing the right sequence of fluctuation maxima
for different a values close to the theoretically 1/2estimated 28 MeV as shown by arrow. For details see

text

Fig. 3
The deviations of total cross-section data /from ref.29./ 
of n - d scattering from a smooth function of energy as 
indicated in the text. The arrows show the positions of 
the maxima if dnd = 95 MeV-̂ /2 j_s assumed
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4 §. Measurementa

The previous analysis based upon about 200 data on an^ . measured, 
though, by many authors in different laboratories. To check up the results 
in a more direct way was considered essential and, in addition, the 
rather desolate region below 2 MeV seemed worth while to investigate. With 
our technical facilities the region below 5*3 MeV could be mopped up, 
though not without gaps, down to about 0,5 MeV.

Two kind of relative experiments were performed. First, by measur
ing the transmission of a scattering sample containing seme hydrogen-com
pound as related to that of its pair in which the hydrogen was replaced by 
a suitable element X, the cross-section difference a - anX can be 
determined with a satisfactory accuracy. In the other experiment the proton 
energy distribution of the n-p scattering was measui'ed at different neutron 
energies and from, that the energy-dependence of the relative differential 
cross-section could be deduced.

4.1. The relative-transmission measurement has been made possible by the 
suggestion that the fluctuations, if exist, are of more damped and of 
higher frequency in the case of n-d than for n-p scattering.

In our experiment the transmission ratios of HgO and B ^ O samples 
were measured at different neutron energies. It was expected that the 
fluctuations due to n-d scattering could be averaged by using a 
bombarding neutron beam of suitable energy-spread. The position, shape 
and size of both samples should be kept fixed and identical as exactly 
as possible and this was realized by using a special device. The scheme 
of the apparatus can be seen in Fig. 4.

The sample container consists of two identical parts separated by 
a thin rubber membrane so that if either of the water-samples was 
pressed into the exposed volume it took the same shape and size. In 
such a way, only a certain well defined part of the sample was changed. 
The total cross-section difference is given by

a n p
1 , 4 °

"nd p " nH20
fo ÓP 
2 P /45/

where nD2o,,nH2o is the ratio of the respective detector counts, back
ground subtracted, measured for equal monitor counts. p = 2 p € , p 
being the number of water molecules per unit volume and i  is the length 
of the sample region which is exchanged /see Fig.4./. . a0 is the total 
cross-section of the oxigén nucleus at the same energy. expresses
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the asymmetry in the samples due mainly to the small difference between 
?Нз0 and 9d 0 their ratio being ?D Q/ ?}] Q = 0.996 at room temperature. 
The contribution of this asymmetr^ ter̂ i in Eq./45/ was calculated as 
less than 16 mb and 30 mb for the neutron energy regions 
0.8MeV <E < 5.3MeV and 0.4MeV < E < O.SMeV , respectively.

Our monoenergetic neutron-sources were the following,reactions: 
7Li/p,n/7Be /0.4 MeV <ГЕ < 0.6 MeV/, Т/р,п/3Пе /0,8 MeV < в <
1.6 MeV/ and D/d,n/5He /2.5 MeV < E <■ 5.3 MeV/. Moderately thin
targets as LiP /150 /ug/cm2/, Ti-D /0.5 and 1.0 mg/cm2/ and Ti-T 
/0.3 and 1.2 mg/cm'V were used, all types on 0.3 mm thick Mo backing.
The targets were bombarded with a beam current of about 1 - 2  ,̂uA. To 
have a stable enough neutron yield intensive target-cooling was neces
sary. The energy of the charged particles was kept constant within 
+ 2 keV and the neutron energy was varied by changing the angle 

*
In order to determine the background the transmission of an addi~. 

tional Cu sample /3*0 cm x 2.5 cm diam./ was also measured at each 
energy and the cross-section data as given by ref 4./ were assumed.

In the case of this setup the background could not be depressed 
below 15 - ЗО % /depending on the neutron energy/ and we found that 
originating mainly from the flanges of the sample container. Fortunately, 
however, the background correction did not have too much effect in the 
region 2.5 MeV < E ^ 5«3 MeV since here the average cross-section &_ npand 6'nd hardly differ by 50 mb /see ref 4-.//. Nevertheless, an
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other setxip has been constructed for the measurement with T/p,n/ 
neutrons.

This consists of two separate sample containers which could be 
exchanged by means of a servo—system. The containers were manufactured 
from copper and the whole setup was made as light as reasonable, con
sidering the requirements for a well fixed geometrical ■ position too. 
They are cylindrical in shape with a size of 3*0 cm x 2.5 cm diam. A 
container of "on" position replaced the previous double-container seen 
in Fig. d . but no brass shielding was used in this case. Sample-equiva
lence tests were performed using a Po—Be neutron source and with both 
containers filled with light-water and, as a result, we found that the 
transmission ratio so measured was 0.6 % off the optimal value. This 
deviation, however, could he tolerated.

The background of this setup was controlled carefully during the 
course of the measurements and it was found to be less than 5 %.

Both the monitor and the detector were scintillation counters with 
similar Emmerich-type phosphors [3 0 ] and selected photomultipliers to 
give approximately identical responses at the same anod-voltage. In 
order to improve the reliability of such a counting system both photo
multipliers were fed from one power-supply and the counting periodes 
/for one sample/ were kept as short as 60 - 150 seconds. From the point 
of view of counting stability the use of scintillation counters with 
Emmerich-phosphors is not very favourable. Still, they were preferred 
because of their nearly absolute insensitivity to any Г -radiation 
which clearly was an important point of this measurement.

Since we did not aim at an absolute cross-section determination 
neither multiple-scattering nor in-scattering corrections were neces
sary. These effects may only damp the fluctuations and because of the 
relatively small size of the samples no serious distortion was expect
ed.
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The results can be seen in Figs 5a-'5c. for the three energy regions 
investigated. Each point corresponds to the cross-section difference

;
0,8 ut EJMeV,)
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Fig. 5
The measured total cross-section differences 6V«p - ®nd in 
different energy regions. The solid line is Eq./32/.with 
« = 24.9 MeV, for details вее text

6" - 6" , as calculated from the mean-value of the transmission-ratiosnp ndmeasured at an energy e .The energy-errors were calculated from 
reaction kinematics, taking into account the target-thickness and 
the angle subtended by the sample-detector arrangement. The cross- 
-section errors correspond to the standard deviation of the single trans
mission ratio data. Each point in Figs. 5a. and 5b. represents a total 
number of counts of about 2 x 50000 while 2 x 100000 for those in Fig.
6c. The measurement with neutrons of E > 2.5 MeV energy has been per
formed at two different deuteron energies to prove that the maxima 
appear at the same neutron energy independently on the angle &  ,

The errors are higher by a factor of about 1 . 5 - 3  than 
expected if the number of counts followed Poisson-distribution. This 
may due mainly to a slight but certainly existing instability of the 
counting system and, in the case of using deuteron beam, to the effect 
of lower energy neutrons too, which arise from the carbon contamination 
on the surface of the Ti-D target.
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The measured total cross- ection differences V a s  = °np -0nd 
for different neutron ene- gies E . The energy errors are 
calculated on the base of reaction kinematics, the cross-section 

errors are standard deviations

ID/I:V / > 
1

i! 6,mb/ A 6/шЪ/ ;/f.!cv/ A Ü / k e V / 6/mb/ A O'/mb/

0.394 6 3570 2230 1.255 25 091 32
0.406 6 3640 1330 1.320 25 832 33
0 . 4 2 2 6 3130 900 1.380 20 028 35
0 . 4 5 5 6 2340 410 1.4-30 20 729 27
0 . 4 4 0 6 2560 320 1.500 20 716 34
0.445 6 3310 440 1.570 15 651 32
0 . 4 4 3 6 3260 300 1.610 15 553 39
0.452 6 2820 290
0 . 4 6 2 5 3060 760 2.53 100 140 48
0 . 4 7 0 4 2670 350 2.67 90 189 256

2.83 100 201 50
0.835 20 1745 47 2.95 100 193 152
0.855 2 0 1764 45 3.09 100 93 45
0.868 20 1682 4-9 3.27 100 10 04
0.895 20 1652 38 3.37 120 129 45
0.925 20 1403 57 3.60 110 272 178
0.950 20 1478 59 3.65 110 150 45
0.970. 20 1573 47 3.93 110 31 126
0.975 25 1411 46 3.94 100 185 32
1.000 15 1373 44 4.18 100 - 9 35
1.020 25 1238 4-3 4.28 90 103 111
1.050 25 1219 56 4.56 100 69 27
1.090 25 1160 4-7 4.59 80 14-8 112
1.135 or. 1143 33 4.86 70 231 47
1.165 25 1112 35 5.06 50 60 40
1.215 25 1011 36 5.24 10 153 70
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The results support what, has been found in § 3. In the energy 
region 2.5 MeV - 5.3 MeV the maxima and minima coincide with those 
labelled by 5* 6 and 7 in Fig. 1. Furthermore, the measured data of 
the three Intervals can be fitted witn one single function given 
by Eq /32/ at well determined Bharp values of the frequency parameter 

a . For each interval the parameters a, b, c and к of the function

°calc(E 'n)= anp"0nd = k Sin2 ( 37ё ) + э е2+ЬЕ+с /46/

have been determined by weighted least square analysis for fixed 
« values. When assuming a fixed sign /+/ for the amplitude two 

sharp minima occur /see Fig. 6/ in the function X^ («) defined 
as

X2(o0= Е,— !— л2 Го (e .)- о , (e ., a)]2 /47/л v ' . (4 a.) L measv r calc 4 l n 1 1

where i rims over all measured data summarized in Table 2. In2Fig. 6 also the probabilities to find a certain value of x are 
shown.

The best fitting paramétere of Eq. /46/ are given in Table 3.
The a values found in this analysis /24.9 MeY’1’̂  and 28.9 MeV"^^/ 
well agree with those found in § 3. /24.6 MeV^^ and 28.7 MeV^^^/.

2However, we cannot decide which a value, is the true one since x 
is practically the same for both. The reason of this peculiar ambigur 
ity may be mathematical, such kind of ambiguity can occur if a finite 
number of pointB measured with some uncertainty are to be fitted 
with a periodical function over a finite interval /even if the points 
themselves show clear signes of periodicity/. The corresponding 
frequencies are not necessarily multiples of some basic frequency.

1/2Nevertheless the analysis of other author’s data favours 25 MeV '  '1/2since one maximum expected at 10 MeV for a = 29 MeV ' is lacking 
/see Fig. 1/.
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Fig. б.
The function x2(a) /Eq./47// for the data summarized

in Table 2. and a caic(E >a ) as given by Eq./46/



Table 5

Energy-re gi on 
(MeV)

a = 24.9 FreV1/2 a =28.9 MeV1/2
к (mb) a(b/MeV2 ) b(b/MeV) c (b) 2X к (mb) aCb/MeT2 ) b (b/MeV) c(b) X2

0.39-0.47 511±11 210.78 -194.44 43.37 2.8 491 ±9 282.40 -256.89• 60.99 2.7

0.83-1.61 48 ±,9 1.391 - 4.827 4.771 22.7 36±8 1.275 - 4.564 4.635 24.1

2.58-5.24 1 146±11 0.01630 0.0955 -О.О725 I9.2 143±10 0.00254 -0.0633 0.250 18.5

Total 44.7 45.5
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4.2. Our next step was to investigate the very interesting question
whether the fluctuating cross-section contribution is confined to some 
restricted angular interval or it is extended uniformly over the whole 
44 solid angle. Instead of performing a rather tedious direct angular- 

-distribution measurement the energy spectra dn/dE of the recoil 
protons have been measured at different neutron energies E ranging 
from 2.7 MeV to 5.3 MeV as in one of our previous measurements.

The differential cross-section in center-of-inass system is given 
Ьуб'(ер)= E (dn/dJp)E  ̂ /(41</>N ) where is the c.m. angle of
proton emission,P pe fPe  ̂ = E cos2 6^/2 is tfie corresponding proton 
energy /in lab.system/, ф is the integral neutron flux /in neutron per 
cm2/ at a thin scatterer which contains N hydrogen atoms. Any energy- 
-dependent departure from the isotropy in the angular distribution can 
be traced as a corresponding distortion of the proton energy-distribu
tion dn/dE . In practical cases, however, the true shape and the
intensity of the energy spectra is uncertain to some extent because of 
distortion factors to be discussed lateb and of difficulties, respec
tively, which arise in connection with a reliable determination of the 
neutron flux. Fortunately, all distortion factors depend smoothly and 
slowly on the neutron energy, therefore quickly varying distortions, if 
can be developed by a suitable comparison of the spectra measured.

The proton energy distributions have been measured by means of a 
scintillation counter consisting of a small trans-stylben crystal viewed 
by a DuMont 6292 photomultiplier. The crystal was of cylindrical shape 
/0.8 cm in diameter and 1.0 cm long/ and it was mounted in a thin copper 
housing, surrounded by MgO as reflector. In the energy region investigated 
any distortion due to /n, charged particle/ reactions of the surrounding 
elements and to the carbon content of the crystal was found negligi
ble. Care was taken of minimizing the proportion of neutrons in-scat
tered from the surroundings. The neutron-source target arrangement was 
the same as previously and the neutron energy was varied again by 
changing the angle /see Fig 4./ , at a fixed bombarding d euteron
energy. The source-crystal distance was 25 cm.

In such an experiment it is very important to eliminate the Г -
background which may distort the measured spectra seriously and, in    
addition, the 1 -intensity may fluctuate quite rapidly with the 
neutron energy. We made use of the pulse-shape-discrimination technics 
in its space-charge controlled version [31]• The separation threshold 
for protons and fast electrons was found as somewhat below O.5 MeV 
electron energy /equivalent to about 1,8 MeV proton energy/, in good 
agreement with Owen’s result [31].
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After sunplification, both the separation— and the energy—pulses 
were analyzed simultaneously by a 4096 channel analyser /NTA-4096 typ./ 
working in two-dimensional /52x128/ setting. Fig 7« 3hows an illustrative
example i'or how this system operates,at E = 5 MeV neutron energy. Hie S- 
and U-axises correspond to the separation and the energy-pulse amplitudes, 
respectively. The discrimination line lies along the middle of the valley 
between the mountains. In such a way the best possible proton-gamma 
discrimination could be established.

The amplitude-resolution in the energy-channel was 15 % for neutrons 
of 5„2 MeV energy and followed the rule (U in channels)

Ли/и ~  1.5 lT1/2 + o.Ol

Proton amplitude-distributions have been measured in three runs 
each ranging over the same ten neutron energies from 2.72 MeV to 
5.24 MeV. The total number of counts detected above the p~V dis
crimination threshold was in the order of 10^ in each of the spectra 
and this could be accomplished in about 50 minutes. The overall sta
bility of the measuring system proved to be satisfactory and. the spectra 
measured at the same neutron energy but in different runs were rSairly 
consistent.

The response-energy function of our crystal could be determined 
with a considerable accuracy by means of the spectra themselves in the 
following way. Assuming a Gaussian-distribution to express the finite 
resolution of the detector, and an isotropical angular-distribution for
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Fig. 7
Two-dimensional /axonometric and intensity-modulated/ 
representations of the channel content of the analyser 
w h e n  measuring recoil-proton energy distribution at 5 MeV 
n e u t r o n  energy. For details see text
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the recoil protons in c.m. system /i.e. dn/dEp = constant for 
0 < E p < E  / the amplitude distribution takes the form

i - U  ( * ) ' % „
P —1/2where E ^ u -) is the inverse response-energy function, ^(x) =  2 1 £rf x

is the error-integral with the argument x = ( E-E )• aV? and
a"1 2 ^  is the full-width at half-maximum at E « E .P

First, an approximate derivated response-function (dU/dE^ )0 
was determined and, to compensate the edge-shifts caused by the non- 
-linear response, all spectra were multiplied by this common function 
|^(du/dEp)oJE  ̂ , The spectra so corrected approximate the ideal shape
and the edge-positions could be determined .

The response-energy data fit the quadratic expression

UW 2.52 E + 2.365 E + 0.008 v P P /49/

as determined by a weighted least square analysis. The function agrees 
reasonably well with the response-function calculated from Birks*s 
expression t30]» assuming there kB = 0.0120.

Fig 8. shows the deviations of our measured response data from the 
best fitting quadratic form /51/» in the function of the energy.

c h a n n e l  U - U ( E )

+ 1 -

и------ 1------ .
4 5  M e V

Fig 8.
The deviations of the measured response data from a best 
fitting quadratic expression as given by Eq/51/ at dif
ferent proton /neutron/ energies. Note the occurence of 
maximum deviations where fluctuation-maxima are expected
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The c.m. differential cross-section was calculated using the 
expression

6 el+e2 constant
(  91cos —2

s(ei' e2)
- cos ) cos ei+e2

/50/

where S (e1,02)is the sum of the counts between the limits
U1 = U(Ep = E cos2ei/2)and U2 = u(Ep = E cos2 e2/2) of all
uncorrected spectra measured at the same neutron energy0

Because of the p - Y discrimination threshold only a limited 
angular region as seen in Table could he evaluated. In Table 4. 
the relative cross-section 6"(e) /5(50°) is given for different neu
tron energies since this ratio is independent of the /undetermined/ 
neutron flux. If the limits U-̂  and U2 often happened to fall far from 
an integer number, in such cases the corresponding fraction of the 
channel content was taken into account. The errors of the cross-sec
tion data refer to the assumption that each sum s e2) can be
determined with an uncertainty corresponding to + 1/2 of one channel 
content. Compared with this, the statistical errors are negligible.

Fig 9' ♦ shows the energy-dependence of the differential cross 
section at fixed angles 9 .As for the angles 9 > 30°, no significant 
energy-dependence can be found and the angular distribution is isotropic, 
as it was known.

An entirely different behaviour can be observed, however, in the 
forward angular region О < e < 20°. At these low angles the differen
tial cross-section fluctuates with the energy just in the same way as 
®np( E  ̂d°es. Apart from some slight shift the maxima and minima shown 
in Figs 5c., 9., and also in Fig 1. correspond to each other quite
closely, though they were measured in a completely different way. Even 
in Fig. 8 where the response-energy data are compared to a smooth 
quadratic function, shows the same structure indicating that at forward 
angles and in fluctuation maxima there should be an excess of protons 
with respect to their average intensity.
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3.01 ±  C.ll 2.037 1  0.137 C.S35 ±  0.093 - -

3.33 1 o.ll 1.615 ±  0.152. C.396 - 0.079 1.008 ±  C .055 -

3.55 1  0.11 1.590 - 0.115 0.907 ± 0. 0 6 4 0.975 ± 0 . 0 4 1 0.935 - 0.084
4 . Cl .- 0.10 1.720 4 0.156 0.94S - C . O55 C .952 ±  0.045 О .975 ±  О . О92
4 . 3 4  ± 0.03 1.347 1 0.102 С .9ОЗ  * О . О54 . 0.975 t 0.037 0 . 9 8 4  '± 0.031

4.55 ± C.OS 1.376 — 0.100 0.905 ± 0.045 C .974 ± С . О З2 0.970 ± 0.033

4.91 ± C.05 1.395 1  0.075 C .949 1  О.ОЗЗ 0.955 ± О . О25 0.933 ±  0.053
5.10 - 0.04 1.259 ± 0.032 0.977 - 0.040 O .919 ± О . О25 0.383 1 0.052

5 . 2 4  - C.01 

_________________________1
I .32O ± 0.030

J
O .97I - О . О57 0. 9 2 4  ± О . О23 С . З52 ± 0.046

Table 4 .
The measured relative differential cross-sections 6'(0)/6' (50°) for neutron-proton scattering 
at different c.m. angles ® of proton emission and laboratory-energies E „ The energy 
errors are calculated from reaction kinematics, for the cross-section errors see text
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Fig 9
The measured differential cross-section data

6'(50°,E) plotted as a function of the 
neutron energy £ .

1
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Unfortunately» this Mousui-ement could not bo extended to backward 
angles /in c.m. frame of reference/, because of technical difficulties, 
and we do not know whether similar phenomena exist in that region too.

5 S .  Summary of the results and discussion

In the previous paragraphs evidences were put forward, for the exist
ence of cross-section fluctuations in neutron-proton scattering. There are 
more or less clear signes of these fluctuations up to neuti’on energies as 
high as 40 MeV. The fluctuating contribution to the total cross-section 
turned out to be 9 % or less and the sequence of the fluctuation maxima and 
minima seem to follow a definite rule i.e. that the positions of maxima and 
minima, respectively, coincide with those of sin2 e~1^2/2 ] where 
E is the neutron kinetic energy in lab. system and oL is a parameter 
independent of energy. While more than one sharp values have been found for 
& well fitting the experimental data, among those the mnat probable one 

is a -  z > \ .3 MeV1/2,

Ihirthermore, it turned oiit that, except quite low angles, the angu
lar distribution of n-p scattering is isotropic to a good approximation in 
the forward c.m. hemisphere of proton emission and the differential cross- 
-section depends on the neutron energy, from 2.7 MeV to 5«3 MeV as it was 
expected on the base of the shape independent effective range theory. At 
forward angles, however, a considerable excess of differential cross— 
-section has been found showing fluctuations with maxima which correspond to 
those occuring in the energy-dependence of total cross-section.

The question, how these experiences are compatible with the measu
rements of other authors can be answered partly by quoting the results of 
§2. These are summarized in Table 1. and in Fig 1. On the other hand, the 
recent parameter value r,.. to the effective range formula Eq/43/, as 
given by H.P. Noyes [31, were determined by using 0 selected data on the 
total cross-section below 5 MeV which, except one at 3«?-05 MeV, fell, by 
chance into the regions where the fluctuations happened to rise over their 
half-maxima. Therefore a nearly homogenous set of data had been used. 
Probably the presence of the fluctuations would explain why the error of 
rs could not be improved significantly in Noyes’s calculations when using 
20 more data on 6"n
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As for the differential cross-section measurements in the MeV 
region, the situation is somewhat emharrasing for the first sight, since 
it is generally assumed that the angular distribution is isotropic in this 
energy region. However, no critical review or compilation of data, like that 
of Hess [14] for higher energies, could, be found. In an attempt [32] to 
have some better insight it has been pointed out that the experimental 
evidences for isotropy below 9 MeV are not unambiguous enough so as to be 
uncompatible with what has been found here.

Our experiences can be explained in terms of a quite simple model 
of charge-exchange processes outlined in the first two paragraphs of this 
paper. Quantitatively, when using a dipole approximation for the inter
action matrix-element to the analogy of that of electromagnetic transitions, 
one finds a realistic, chough a bit small value as 0.068 for the dimension- 
less pion-nucleon coupling constant f /he if = 24.9 MeV '  is
assumed, and 0.090 for the somewhat less significant value d = 28.9 MeV^^ 
/see Eq/33//.

A less definite statement can be given about the amplitude К of 
the fluctuations. In the MeV region, they are probably higher than suggested 
originally in § 2. /see Eq/34//, a quantitative rule, however, has not been 
found as yet.

The authors wish to express their thanks to Mrs. A.Simon for taking 
responsibility for most of the numerical calculations, and also for her help
ful assistance during the experimental work. The authors are also indebted to 
Dr. I.Borbély, Dr. L.Eócs and Br. M.Ziraányi for their invaluable helps and 
to Dr. L.Keszthelyi for his encouraging support from the very beginning of 
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